TRIGESIMO TEST DE INGLES:
INFINITIVE OR “ING-FORM”?:

1- By ______ the crocodile he made the swimming pool safe. (to kill)
2- He left the house without ______ goodbye. (to say)
3- ______ on the beach is very relaxing. (to lie)
4- At first enjoyed ______ to him. (to listen)
5- But after a while I got tired ______ his complaints. (to hear)
6- I would not want ______ like him. (to be)
7- It’s not much use ______ a bike if you don’t ride it. (to have)
8- I’ve always enjoyed ______-it’s healthy and relaxing. (to swim).
9- I’m really tired and I’d like ______ some rest. (to get).
10- The boss wanted Hopkins ______ the report by 9 a.m. (to finish).
11- Our employer doesn’t allow ______ on the job. (to smoke).
12- How about ______ me next week? (to visit).
13- We didn’t want to risk ______ injured. (to be)
14- Try to hammer in that nail without ______your thumb, OK? (to hit).
15- Tanya denied ______the watch. (to steal).

Soluciones:
1-killing 2-saying 3-Lying 4-listening 5-(of) hearing
6-to be 7-having 8-swimming 9-to get 10-to finish.